
Head of Supply Chain
Location
Uppsala, Sweden

Job Summary

As a part of our continued rapid expansion, Altris requires the services of a Head of Supply Chain.

You will be responsible for providing leadership in procurement, logistics and order planning. In

the role you will take part in identifying and managing relationships with suppliers - helping them

understand the fast growing nature of Altris’ work. You will lead on setting parameters for

supplier qualification and evaluate how well suppliers meet such parameters. There are three

value chains to manage:

1. Widely available chemicals (such as iron(II) sulphate, sodium hydroxide, and commonly

available industrial acids) for our production of a cathode material.

2. Machinery and equipment for a Swedish demonstration plant that will be built in 2022 and

for full scale factories to be built worldwide from 2024.

3. Key components in sodium in battery cells (besides the cathode material) such as hard

carbon, electrolyte and separators. The purpose is to ensure the availability and the right

quality (in China, India, EU and USA) of key components for our customers. For sales and

marketing purposes, you will also need to have in-depth knowledge of the cost of these

key components in order to estimate the total battery cell cost.

Responsibilities

1. Developing processes, routines and competence within procurement and logistics.

2. Ensuring adherence to a supply chain management process through close collaboration

with our Business Development, R&D and Finance teams.

3. Build relationships with suppliers and negotiate contracts - securing price, quality and

availability for all three value chains.

4. Negotiate, nurture, monitor and regularly evaluate relationships and contracts with

vendors and suppliers to ensure competitive quality, availability and price.

5. Establish targets in areas such as transit and delivery times, inventory levels, purchasing,

warehousing, storage costs and service standards. Monitor the performance of all supply

and logistics activities against these goals.

6. Prepare to build up a dynamic procurement and logistics team within the next coming

12-24 months in the proximity of Mälardalen.



Requirements & Competence

● Minimum of 8+ years’ experience in Supply chain management.

● Excellent interpersonal, influencing and negotiation skills.

● Excellent analytical and problem-solving abilities.

● Strong organizational and project management skills.

● Strong in entrepreneurship, with experience from small & agile business climates with

capabilities to both develop and execute strategies.

● Bachelor’s degree in Engineering, Supply Chain management or equivalent.

● Knowledge and experience working with relevant software and ERP Systems.

● Good time management, planning and organizing skills.

● Excellent written and oral communication skills in English and Swedish.

● Ability to effectively collaborate with team members on a remote basis.

● Ability to travel domestically and / or internationally if required.

Other

The role reports directly to the CEO of Altris.

The recruitment process is ongoing, but you should submit your CV and motivational letter before

19th April 2021 to: career@altris.se

If you have any queries about the job or requirements, please contact:

thomas.eriksson.spjuth@altris.se

About Altris

Altris was founded in 2017 with the aim of producing highly sustainable cathode materials for

rechargeable sodium batteries to enable a renewable future. Our research focuses on the

development of cathode materials that are composed of widely abundant materials. Altris’ first

product is an iron based electrode material for sodium batteries, called Fennac®,which is

produced in large quantities via a low energy process. The material has many similarities with

lithium iron phosphate (LFP): approximately the same voltage and capacity, with no thermal

runway. Compared to LFP though, Fennac® contains more abundant raw materials, is less costly

to produce, and also has the potential to have higher power and better performance in low and

high temperatures.

We believe that batteries should enable a renewable future without an increase in cost to the

customer or the environment. To this end, Altris is collaborating with Swedish, European and

Asian partners to introduce the technology to the mass market.

For more information please visit www.altris.se
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